DEVI
LIQUID RING COMPRESSORS AND SYSTEMS

QUALITY IS OUR BREATH

SERVICE IS OUR MOTTO

MANUFACTURERS AND EXPORTERS OF:

- Equipment for Chlor Alkali Industry including Chlorine Compressors and Systems
- Liquid Ring Compressors for various critical applications
- Shell & Tube Heat Exchangers
- Centrifugal Blowers for wet Chlorine
- Water Ring Vacuum Pumps in Titanium for wet Chlorine
- Centrifugal Pumps in Titanium for Handling Sodium Brine
ABOUT US

Mr. K. Murali a Technocrat backed by 20 years of Experience in the field of Liquid Ring Compressors, Vacuum Pumps and other equipment established this industry in the year 1989 with a zeal to cater to the needs of Chlor Alkali as well as Pulp and Paper sectors. This unit is supported by a team of competent, experienced Engineers and work force. We are proud to state that we have successfully developed and supplied many critical equipments for various industrial applications.

We possess a modernized infrastructure consisting of different self sufficient units like Full fledged Machine and Fabrication shops, Research & Development and Quality Control wings. We are having in-house Testing Facilities to comply with International Standards.

We believe that “Quality plays a Key Role” towards the phenomenal success of any manufacturing industrial operation. Thus, we are vowed to follow good quality practices at every stage of Production, Testing and after Sales Service.

DEVI not only manufactures Liquid Ring Compressors for chlorine as well as various other critical applications in different capacities, but also supply Complete Systems as per the Customer’s requirement.

Over the period we have developed different sizes adding to our manufacturing range for vide base of applications and now the brand DEVI has become synonymous with chlorine compressors and systems in Chlor Alkali sector.

WHY US?

We have modern machinery backed up with latest technologies. In addition our aim is for high International Standards with data back up for all the equipment we supply. Enough care is taken at every stage of Designing, Manufacturing and providing Technical Support for all our products. We have a dedicated team of specialized persons who leaves no stone unturned to fulfill the needs of clients.

The reasons for which our clients trust us are:

- High Reliability and Quality of our Products
- Energy efficient Product at competitive price
- Efficient workforce
- Prompt and Timely Service

SUPPORT

We are empowered with a vision to supply Quality product with Superior Metallurgy to ensure longer life combined with better performance and offering prompt service for the optimum utilization of technology by the Customer. This vision has helped us to improve the recurring business while venturing in to new areas. To gain broader client base, we facilitate our esteemed clients with custom made systems to suit their requirement. We also share the technology up-gradation of the products with our clients from time to time.

We have grown in strength over the period. To day DEVI has spread its wings to Asian and adjoining countries in the Semi-sphere by exporting to reputed organizations.

DEVI strives for continuous improvement and optimization with renewed aspirations and our organizations ISO Certification is under process.

Visit our website www.devihitech.com or contact us for any further information.